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Object and Scope of the Investigation.
*S?his investigation was undertaken to deteririine and
formally record the performance of an Internal- combustion
engine with a fuel- injection system substituted for the
usual carburetor. The title v/as chosen so t^s to cover any
and all investigations which might conceivably be made as to
the effect of any variables on the performance of the engine.
The idea in mind was to start with the factors wrhich would
seem to have the greatest effects on performance and after
these had been disposed of to continue with an investigation
of factors whose effects on performance are of a secondary
nature
•
However, as the tests proceeded it became increasingly
evident that the liiaited time at our disposal would not per-
mit of a careful investigation of any of the secondary factors
referred to above, i^erefore, it was considered wise to in-
vestigate only those factors which exert a predominating in-
fluence on the performance of the engine.
The object then of our investigation is the determination
of the best performance of a fuel-injection, spark -ignition
engine as indicated by the usual curves of Brake Mean l^ffective
Pressure and Brake Specific Fuel Consumption vs. fuel flow.
The scope of the investigation included the effect of
the following variables on performance:

Valve Tlmii]^,
Length of Intake Pipe
Type of Fuel Puinp Operating Caxa
Sptxvk, Timing
Fuel Injection riming
After these vciriables were fixed at optinxum values the
performance of the engine was recorded at various compression
ratios*
In all tests two radically different fuels were used,
n&mely a gasoLine fuel and a dehydrogenated heavy fuel known
to the trade es a "safety fuel,"

I to 13 InoXoiilve*)
f^ ^Eiglxto #iipl03fo^ in our inv««tl^«ttim ««# a 1^ laeb
bor« fey 7 lai^i #tr<^^ tli^Xft ©fltoa^r^ r^f^r «trok« d|^l«
teat »iittt» i^mmX^pm^ hy tto l*ti?»i*l k^'vtmm^ V>^mm%tt9m tmp
^.^r^MWititla* for Imhor^tmp^ r^m^mti^h on Imterfml^Q^^^mtimi
lag ^^&mpmif of Iii^l&.r>£tpoXi«y Iti^i&t^is, «£^ Xm o%mip^od wlt^ «
wmmrt «p«o4 X3i0a«^05OO z**^»m#| i^ miapmrmm un^ E&Q t^c^ta*
flift «&glxift %m m^viemm^^ fox* Vis^ii^tjlcm ov^r wl<l9 r^igos
of tl^ &Qmppt^m%%cm T&ttjo i^n$ ttit m^ timii^ of %Qt^ XnXmt
m&d oxh«ii9t ir&lYos wiillo tlie «mgi£»i is oporatlsg* la our
invosti^tioii t^JSt H«-*«0*A» oyliKdop h««4 w€s o^loy#4 In feJa*
proiimlJrtijr^ iBT#«ti^tl<m», aft#r whiel;^ it w^s repl«eod hf
m h^»^ sptelaily <l##igR««3 ut, €mM for uao li>, tfc© ^oFOsa^utiefel
BRglno lii^bor^t^fT et tho M*iii't«otm*«%t« l3S«tituto of '*?-*eiii^logy
TUtm h®mS will ^ t#i!'m»«l m^ M»l»f# ^i4i«L<l tfcmiomt ttils t^^sts*
thfet mil 'wmr^t^hl^n B-at yas^ler i^v«^ti@Riti©ii ihjuI^ be ^^ffective-
i^f ea3stroll#d, whiX# t4i« Y^i^^bloa tm4ar in^^stlH-tlr^s coal4
be oliiing#^ quio^i;? i^?tt^<3ut ohfe^a^iag oti^p ¥arliitl^lo«. /tprimge-
jp&uts e^£f h^ mm^ fox* tl'jo eonf^otloia of vmrtoum &ooo#s.orl«d.
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thus providing a unit suitable for c^rx»7likg cm « l«rge variety
0f meeert^ p^robleme with fr»«t«r facility i?Ra with greet^^r
x^lleblllty of reaultt than woui4 athar«l«« bo possible • fhe
engine la of rti^$e^ dealgn to Insure long service without
<}etailed attention* Ball end roller bearings mre used In
plaoe of plain hi»mr%m$0 to a lar^e extent tending to «tablIlEe
aoc^ minimise bisarlug friction lossee* fhe eoiiipresj^lon ratio
may be €dia^ed TiP9m 4tl ta between 13)1 and l&sl» a^dordlng
to tbe value llft« l^he opening nrnt Qlomtnn adjustments of
tbe ixilet aiid sjsh&'^att vs&lves h^^ve renins of ^® et^oi'^ so
tliat the valve opening p4^1<^s im^ be Ineroaaed a total of
100®.
Bie timing ooi^espoMlng to tbe m^jolmsm posltl^a saay be
altered by o^ttriglng tbe setting of the valTs operetltig ^ar
train In the ttsual mtrnxmr* tbe Inlet valve lift msj be
^^Ui^n^ed froiE 7/52 to 7A^ Ineii «a& t^rie exliaost vsilve lift
fwwi 7/38 to 1/2 Ineh.
fhe tte^^MmisM for <^anglng the ecm^resel^^ ratio in one
©f seTeral interesting features and Ig described first.
ft%^ o«]«a9pres3i3n ratio la varied b;^ isiavm^ the cylinder
linlt vi^rtlcsll^g tli« stroifce of t)5ge pl^st-^a reisaininn flx:»d»
tfeas ch&?^.fing the olear^ifjoe voli^s« 15ie ^tanner In wld^h tliis
is &.oeimpllshed can be seen by exa^iui^tlon of Fljgures It ^#
ssd 9#
^«ere are foor ssaln parts to tl^e ayllitder ocmstruotlons
tim gulfie, Jaoicet^ barrel » aud ii^aa* fbe jtiOJcet* barrel, and
bead form an esaessbled eyllnder ^jnit timt Is movable with
respect to tbe crfejiiccase and guide for the ptsr^ose of vary
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ing the coiBpreasion ratio. The guide is bolted rigidly to
the crankctise and provides the means for guiding the ijovable
cylinder unit. The barrel I'its within the jacket, which in
turn fits within the guide.
Threads formed on the outside and bottc»i of the cylinder
jacket engage an internally threaded ring, vfhich surrounds
the jacket and is restrained from irsoving vertically by the
guide. Rotation of the ring will, therefore, cause the cylin-
der and head to be raised or lowered according to the direc-
tion of rotation, the jacket being prevented from rotating
by Ttseans of a key fitted permanently in the cylinder jacket,
but free to slide in a keyway cut in the cylindor guide.
The ring is rotated by a worm meshing with teeth formed on
the outside of the ring, a handwheel mounted on the saioe shaft
with the worm x^roviding manual control. The cylinder jacket
is clamped in the guide to relieve the threaded ring from tak-
ing the explosion load while power tests are being made. For
this purpose the cylinder guide is split vertically and is
provided with n^ans for clamping the guide around the jacket
by the hand- lever located on the side of the guide and
imiTiediately above the worm and threaded ring construction
shown in Figures 1, 2, and 9.
A counter is geared to the worm shaft to give the position
of the cylinder and head with respect to the crar.kcase. ihe
compression rr^tio is readily ascertained from the counter
reading by use of a calibration curve obtained from actual
measurement of the clearance volume at a number of different
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positions of the cylinder • If it is desired to make e test
at a definite compression ratio, the cylinder is moved to
obtain the counter reading corresponding to this compression
ratio.
The timing of the opening and closing of the valves is
varied by the use of three-part cams (See figures 7,8,10,11,
12,13). The central part of each cam is fixed directly to
the camshaft by ^sns of splines while the two outside parts
can be rotated independently with respect to the central part
and to each other.
All three parts of the cam have the same contour so that
when they are aligned they act as a single broad face cam.
Displacements of the outside parts from the aligned position
are made in opposite directions so that rotation of one of
the outside parts varies the opening point while rotation of
the other in the opposite direction varies the closing point.
Miexi hotki outside parts are displaced from the aligned pos-
ition, the dwells of the tliree parts form one continuous
dwell. The dwell of the mova- le cam parts must be at least
equal to the angulxir variation of the parts from the aligned
positicm. In this engine the dwell of the inlet caii is 60
crankshaft degrees and the dwell of the exhaust cam is 80
crankshaft degrees with both inlet and exliaust cams aligned.
Figure 10 shows a camshaft assembly with the thx^ee cam parts
nearly aligned. Figure 11 shows the three parts at their
maximum displacement position. Figure 12 is a sectional view
of the operating liiechanism. Haoh outside part of the cajns is
formed on the end of a sleeve. A, splined internally with
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helioal splines* A bronze bushln^^ B, surrounding each sleeve,
A, and pinned to the camshaft housing, C, retains the parts
of the cams in their proper axial location on the camshaft
and serves as a bearing for the camshaft unit. Another sleeve,
D, is located between the camshaft and tiie sleeve that carries
the outside cam part. Thin sleeve slides on straight axial
splines on the camshaft, S, while at the same time external
helical splines cut on the outside of, P, engage internal lielical
splines in A*
As a result of this spline corxatructlon axial movement
of sleeve, D, will cause relative rotation between the camshaft
E, and the sleeve, A. Since the center jHirt of the cam, P,
is splined directly to the camshaft, the outside prirt of the
cam, / , will be rotated relative to the center p^rt, P, and
the valve opening or closing point will be changed according
to idaioh outside part is rotated.
Sleeve, A, and intermediate sleeve, D, rotate with the
camshaft when the engine is In operation. Since it is desired
to vary the valve timi];g while the engine is in operation,
it is necessary to provide for the axial moverr»nt of sleeve,
D^ by some method that will permit its continued rotation
during the adjusting operation. A third sleeve, G, provided
with an internal flange, serves as a shifting collar for
sleeve, B* Internal threads are provided on sleeve, 0,
which engage with threads formed on stationai^ sleeve, B,
for a considerable jsortion of its length. Gear teeth cut on
the outside of G rmsh with a small hand-operated worm, H*
Rotaticm of the worm causes G to move axially with respect

e*
to the camshaft in tiim shifting D on the camshaft and causing
relative dlsplacexoent between the parts of the cain whether the
camshaft is ttirnlng or is stationary.
The cams operate the valve by direct action on rocker
arms, each pair of valves being actuated by a single rocker
arm«
Varifc^tion of valve lift is affected by changing the pos-
ition of the rocker arm fiilcrum by means of the mechanism
shoiim in Figures 13. The fulcrum is fortriedby a small hardened
pin bearing against a hardened plate fastened to the rocker
arm, the line of contact between the pin and the plate forming
the fulcrum axis.
The rocker arm is constrained from changing its position
witl'i respect to the valve and cams by trunnions machined on
the outside of the rocker arm carried in blocks free to move
in the rocker arm housing only, and parallel to the valve
-
stem axis. The hardened pin is mounted in a block that is
movable with respect to the rocker arm housing. The fulcrum
point is changed by turning a small handwheel mounted on a
threaded shaft, the threads in turn producing linear movement
of the block carrying the fulcrum pin.
All the handwheels controlling the valve fiinctions are
geared directly to revolution counters, the counter readings
giving the value of the timing and lift of tlie valves.
The engine has heavy mounting flanges integral with
and extending the full length of the cast-iron crankcase.
This construction permits of flexibility in the mounting of
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the engine on dynamometer equipaient with the use of the iis\ial
parts of this equipment for the testing of engines and with-
out alteration of the crankcase or provision of a special
base*
The crankshaft Is carried by two large ball bearings
and one roller bearing* ilie roller bearing is located on
the gear end of the crankshaft and Is mounted directly in
the main crankcase casting* The two ball bearings are located
on the fly-?Jheel end of the crankshaft and are mounted in a
cylindrical cast-iron cage which is moiinted in and bolted to
the main crankc&se casting* Hemoval of this cage effects
removal of the crankshiift and bearing assembly from the crank-
case*
The cylinder construction has been partially described
under the description of the compression ratio changing
mechanism* A long annular space is formed between the jacket
and the barrel which provides for circulation of the cooiing
water, rhe cylinder head has a cored water jacket with no
Internal corarounlcation with the cylinder jacket. This con-
struction permits separate control of the flow of the cool-
ing water to the cylinder and head and consequently permits
maintaining different water temperatures for the two parts.
The guide, jacket, and head are Iron castings and the barrel
is a steel forging*
Ttiree openings are provided in the head for the in-
sertion of sparse plugs, fuel injection valves, pressure
indicating devices, etc* ihese openings are provided with
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standard metric spark plug threads. Two openings are located
on opposite sid^s of tho head; the third opening is located
in the center of the head. vSeveral threaded openings into
the Jacket and head are provided for connecting cooling water
fittings.
Two camshafts are provided, one for ihe inlet valves,
end the other for the exhaust valves, ihese two shafts are
driven from a vertical shaft by helical gears. Ihe vertical
shaft is in turn driven by the crankshaft througl: bevel gears.
The vertical shaft bevel gear is mounted directly on a rela-
tively short hollow shaft having internal splines which en-
gage splines on the lower end of the vertical shcft proper*
This construction permits the upper shal't to move vertically
with the cylinder. Tlie crankshaft bevel gear fiirnishes also
the drive means for the water and oil pumps.
The ends of both camshafts and the top end of the cam-
driving vertical shaft extend outside their housings to pro-
vide driving aieans for various auxiliaries, such as ignition
timing ffjechanisms, indicators, etc.
The oil pump is a combined scavenging and pressure pump.
fhe scavenged oil is carried off to an external reservoir.
To insure a positive oil supply an additional motor-driven
pump located at the external reservoir and shown in fore-
ground of Figure 4 is used. The oil from the pressure side
of the pump is carried througli drilled passages in the base
to the front of the engine. The path divides at this point,
one path leading to the camshaft mechanism, where the flov/
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t« t^m T«rlsKi» p«rt« it i*«>gu.lfct#^ hy three 2il^t-f#^d isdjuat-
^rllle^ In tli« e»«*ilc»h*ft for tise lul^i^lo^tl^si of t1b# eoxu^^ct-
ing rod t>««i!*ln^. '^^ fe#»rli^C In tb# erfti^oftt^t th» piston
piM, m^ii pi*to» iif»a l^ri£mt«ii by ?>11 tirinwBS off U^9 eomject-
"^d fuel tt^m wa« «^«^iit#d fiHi^ tUm tXwm re%miv€»€l to u*#
tlm ka&tm voXi^ne eoxit&li^uid la & v«rtlei^I gAu^^ nt-^ieb «.-%s
eiitlit»i*6t«^ at ttm beginning of thXm in¥««tlg€itlon»
1^ti« ^•l«f« l}ift«il ^90^ ill mir fliseil ii3-v9»tlg6ti)«Ei mwm of
tiNi conventlosittX fX«^t hnt^ typ# u«lfi|| four vertio&I poppot
for ii«« id^tb fii9lL-inj«eti^& %hm eofrv«xitlo£i&l e«ti*l)^ir#tor
«ftii «ItaiJMted tkn^ m fuel-lni0otlon njfutvm 8ub»titiat«d* ^
Boft^ oias-operat««! pljonger t^p© j^^bbj^ «mi uflN>4l (Fl^orea 15,
IB, s^ 17* It wmm ^l^mn trom m iMwia^ift of tl^# •Bgine tSi^roiJi^
m g«iir ocmpliiig wlileh p«frialt« laa Jaati^sent of the In^^iMitlon tlBh*
ing ftt will. Bi* igN.irttt<:»i of injection for t>5l« Invest igatlcHi
varied fr^s 19 to 0S 4egr9«s of oriiti^«teft roti^tlosi^ stceord-
tug to til;® itijeot«<i fiwl (^uantit^* A f^oa»xir« of a!x>ut 6
incb>©» of n«%re-jrf w«a jft«iikt«iii»d %m feh© fuel «y»te??5 on t^•
IcH? presnure aloe of t^m prnxp*
Wm> pmop eK»Qisi«te of #. «'^Xlsil«r £ (flgiar* \^i 9m& «
piston or pXun^er b« Itie 6|^Xiii^»r t« oXo»ed tiit its upper «xid
h^ a eprliS4^ Xo&«le4 pree^ure v«&X¥e c* ^***»» ^iilch tlie fuel Xlne
d Xe&ds ^ tl:%e injection vaXve* la ^i^ i;^^p(^r p^rt of tibe
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housing Is a suction space which is connected with the fuel
tank by means of the suction pipe e. Two small holes coimect
the suction apace with the pressure space in the pump cylinder,
I'he stroke of the plunger is constant* rhe upper edge of
plunger b controls the beginning and the slanted groove con-
ti^ols the end of the fuel delivery. The end of the delivery
is reached sooner for a small quantity of fuel than for a
large quantity. This is broixght about by turning the pump
plunger into different positions.
The pianp cylinder is enclosed by a bushing f to the upper
end of which a gear segiasnt is fastened* 'This segment in turn
engages wltda a toothed rack g, which is actuated nmnually or
may be inove6 by a micrometer from which readings may be re-
corded. At its lower end this bushing has two opposite slots,
in which a cross arm of the piston is guidad, the angular
Biotion of the bushing, caused by sliding the control rod, being
thereby transmitted to the plunger.
The operation of the plunger is shown in detail in Figiire
15. In the lowest position of the piston, the two opposite
ports are opened and the cylinder above the piston is filled
with fuel. I>uring the first part of the xjressure sti^oke of
the piston a small quantity of fuel is forced back into the
suction space until the plunger closes both port holes. From
then on, the fuel is put under pressure and the pxmp begins
to force it througli the check-valve and the fuel line. into
the injection valve. Delivery begins as soon as the plunger
hss covered the ports on the v/ay up and ends as soon as the
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sloping edge, indicated by the arrow, opens the port hole on
the right-hand side snd perraits the fuel to escape from the
pressure space above the plunger, through the groove in the
plunger. and the port, to the suction apace*
In the two views at the left (Figure 17) the plunger ia
shown in the position for maximum delivei*y, in which the edge
of the helical groove does not open the port hole at all* The
next two views siiow the position of the plunger for medium
delivery of fuel, and the one at the right shows the position
when no fuel is being delivered*
As soon as the slanting edge of the groove in the plunger
opens the port hole, the pressure in the pump cylinder is re-
lieved. The pressure which still exists in the fuel line,
together with that of the valve -spring, forces the pressure
valve to its seat* The fuel line ia now closed off from the
pump cylinder until more fuel is delivered during the next
working stroke, rbe check-valve, however, has another impor-
tant task to perform. It is highly desirable to relieve the
pressure in the fuel line in order to obtain a rapid closing
of the injection valve, as othei^ise drip- ing of fuel from the
nozzle into the coidaiistion chauiber may occur, a special con-
struction of the check-valve provides this pressure i^lief
in an effective and reliable way, as shown in Figure 16*
During the working stroke of the pump, the valve is raised
from its seat and the fuel flows through the hollow stem and
the two connecting holes into a ring groove, and from there
to the fuel line. Mjoining the ring groove is a short
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cylindrical surface tormXns ^ shroud, and above this is the
valve head. V*hen the bypass opens, the valve closes. In
doing so, the receding valve stem causes an increase in the
volume of the fuel line by an amount equal to tiie vol^mle of
the shroiided part of this valve stem. The fuel in the line
is in this way suddenly relieved of its pressure, and rapid
closirv^ of the Injection valve is effected.
Injection timing could only be changed, vvhen ising the
K»A«C«A. head, by stopping the engine and changing the angu-
lar relation between the pump and crankshaft, A magneto
type serrated coupling provided meejis for doing this.
When using the M.I.T. head, an arrangement similar to
that used for changing valve timing in the H.A»C»A. head
provided a means for changing injection timing quickly and
by definite amounts.
Injection Valve or Nozzle .
The function of the injection valve is to inject the fuel
into the cylinder of the engine and at the same time to give
the jet or spi^ay a shape to conform with the contour of the
combustion chamber. ' .
^The injection valve used in our preliminary investiga-
tions for injection into the cylinder when equipped with the
S.A.C.A. heed, shown in Figure 18, is of a type developed in
the Aeronautic Engine Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute
of 'leclinology especially for investigations of this nature.
With a higii injection pressure, it has a high degree of
atomization but very low penetration. '£h» valve is spring-*
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loaded so that a fuel pressure of about 3000 lbs, per sq» in*
is required to open it. 'i^ie fuel, passing out v;ith high
velocity between the valve and its seat impinges almost per-
pendicularly upon the face of the hollow cone shown in the
enlarged figure which serves to atomize the fuel very
thoroughly, and at the same time to absorb a lerge portion
of the velocity of the fuel particles* ITie resultant spray
has the sliape of a wide, short cone with en apex angle of
about 120 degrees and is nearly solid except for a small
hollow near the apex. The penetration was slif^itly less
than one foot. This valve was used in the top hole with the
N.A«C«A. Iiead.
The valve used in the M*I*T. head was similar to the
first valve with the sin^^^le exception that the spray angle
was about 90 degrees.
Intake Pipes
«
Two types of intake pipes were used. In the preliminary
investigations with the H.ii.C.A. head a variable length seam-
less steel tube of 5 inch diameter was used, while in the






Inhere are several udv^aitages which the Tael- Injection
engine seeiis to possess ovor the usual carburetor erigine.
They may be listed as follows;
!• Better volumetric efficiency due to eliiaination of
the pressure drop tlirough the carburetor.
2. More even distribution of fuel between the various
cylinders.
5* More positive delivery of fuel to the cylinder. That
is, the fuel delivery is Independent of the air flow and there<
fore of pulsations in intake system. Phere is no leg during
acceleratlr^g period coTnpsrable to that existing in the car-
buretor system.
4. Heat of vaporization of fuel helps to cool residual
products v;hich may produce greater volumetric efficiency.
5. Due to siutplicity of intake pipe, its form and length
may be adjusted to take advantage of rananing action of incom-
ing air.
As agednst these advantages there are the following dis-
advantages, or factors tending to offset the above tabulation.
1. The modern well designed carburetor has a very srnall
pressure drop through it.
2. The carburetor has been developed to the point where





3. The fuel-injection syatera is. If not more complicated
than the carburetor, at any rate more extensive. It in general
weighs more, and due to the greater niuaber of njoving parts, is
inherently less reliable. I-'urthenaore , it is in the experi-
mental stage as contrasted to the carburetor which is the
culmination of long experience*
4« Granting that distribution is poor in the carburetor
engine, which is not a faxilt in carburetor design but in
manifold design, tlie actual effective mixture in the cylinder
may be anything when using an injection system if the injection
nozzle design is poor* In other v/orda, the whole success of
the injection system depends on how effective the injection
nozzle is in delivering the fuel into the cylinder so that
the resulting fuel-air mixture is homogeneous and the in-
effective fuel (unvaporized or unburned) is an absolute minimiim.
5. Maintenance problems are apt to be acute in the case
of the fuel-injection engine, especially as regards the carbon-
izing of injection valve and v/oar on delicate parts such as
piimp plungers*
The above enumerated factors should, of course, be thought
of as ap^)lying to four-stroke cycle engines only, and in the
case of the fuel -injection engine to one rfhere injection is
direct into the cylinder.
Injection systems have been and are being used in which
the fuel is injected into the inlet I'tsanlfold just outside the
cylinder. Tests made in the Aeronautical Laboratory of the
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Kassachusetts Institute of Technology (Reference I ) show that
in general tills la not as effective as injection into the
cylinder. The object in injecting into the inlet manifold
is to obtain a loore uniform mixture thaxi was thought possible
with injection direct into the cylinder. Undoubtedly, the
idea of injecting into a presumedly uniformly moving column
of air conjures up a more thorough mixing than injection
into the cylinder. However, tiie pulsations or harmonic flow
in the air column (as contrasted with the ramEiing effect or
resonarxt pulsation which tit optimum conditions is in phase
with the engine cycle} prevent the attainment of the ideal
of a more or less uniform flow of air past the injection valve
or nozzle. At best^ injection into the inlet manifold is a poor
compromise dictated by a basically poor injection valve design.
Furthermore, it prevents taking advantage of, or at least
partially nullifies the effect of vaporization in the cylinder
in increasing the volumetric efficiency.
Based on the above considerations we choose to investigate
the fuel- injection engine in which the fuel is injected direct-
ly into the cylinder rather than into the nanifold. This seems
the logical starting point. The problem as we saw it in the
narrow sense was this; How may we get tre optimum performance
out of a given engine and with a ^^iven injection system, using
fuel injection Into the cylinder'^ Bie problem we set oixrselves
to solve neatly slde-j^teps the all-important question of fuel
pump and nozzle design. It was ho-ped to try somf5 novel forms
of simple injection valves or nozzles, but this we v/ere unable
to do due, as mentioned in the first section of this thesis.
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to iGck of time. However, the staTf of the Aeronautical
Engineering Department have been ?/orklng on this problem
for some years now, and we have had the benefits of their
experience, bo while our problem does not concern itself
with the basic desi^ of the injection system, it by no means
follows that this all -important elenient of the engine has not
received attention, iis a ntatter of fact, we feel tlxat we
were very fortunate in being able to start with a well-proven
and efficient injection system.
30206 General Considerttioni in Hegerd to the ^^ffect
^^ V^^vo Timing on ^^^ngine Power.
There are four valve events in a complete cycle of the
engine, namely intake valve opening and closing and exhaust
valve opening and closing, v/ith any given set of canis these
events ere measures of the time the valves are open and exert
a great influence on the volumetric efficiency or breathiixg
capacity of the engine.
In the ideal cycle the exhaust closes and intake opens
at top dead center while the other two events take place at
bottom center.
Due to the i25>osaibility of instantaneous oi>ening or
closing of a valve and also to inertia effects in the charge
itself, both of which may be grouped under the heading of
"mechanical time factors," tJie time of occurence of the four
events is shifted away from the ideal positions.
For any particular valve timing meclTianical time factors
such as iifflLXimum allowable accelerations on ramp, slope and
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nose of cam ;?ovem th© design of the com itself. Of course
the object here is to get the va3-ve opened and closed in the
sliortest possible time, and to huve it reijiain fully open the
greatest possible time.
The other ^'rechanical titne factor" influencing power is
the inertia effects of the charge in its progress into,
through and out of the cylinder. Fne effect of eacii valve event
in relation to inertia effects will now be taken up in some
detail. .n arbitrary starting, point in the discussion is the
proper or optiraura valve tiining. Sffect of changes in each
valve event from this point are considered in what follows.
Inlet opening and exhaust closing are often considered
together, the term "dwell" indicating tlriat there is a period
around top center during which both valves are close cU Like-
wise, the term 'overlap'' refers to a timing mich that both
valvos are open during a period near top center. I^'ormerly
it has been argued that dwell was advantageous, but tliis view
has been abandoned, &j:d practically all iriodern engines use
some overlap. Overlap is, of course, especially advantageous
in supercharged engines. This discussion, however, should be
thou^lit of as applying primarily to unsupercharged engines.
Intake Opening «
If the inlet valve opens too early some of the exhaust
gases v/ill be blown out the inlet valve. This will dilute
the incoming charge and may establish a back or counter flow
in the intake pipe which will have to be overcome by piston
^suction" before the next charge is dravm in. Both of Uiese
effects will, of course, reduce the volumetric efficiency and
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horse -power of the engine.
If, on the other hand the inlet valve opens too late.
Inertia ©ffecta in incoming charge v/ill reduce the volumetric
efficiency. Also the overlap is decreased which will have
the same effect, i.e. decreased power, but in this case due
to lessened scavenging effects.
Exhaust Gl08in£.
Efirly closing of exhaust valve reduces the overlap with
the same results as rf^entioned above and a primary result,
i.e. independent of considerations of overlap due to the
retention of excess residual gases in the cylinder. Ihis may
be accentuated if the optiimim tinin^^ takes advanitege of exliaust
pipe negative raw or suction effect.
Late closinii; of exiiaust valve does not have as marked an
effect as early closing does. This Is believed to be due to
two conflicting tendencies, a drop in power due to late closing
divorced from overlap and perhaps an increase in power due to
increased overlap.
Inlet Closing .
As the piston imoves down, an air flow is established in
intake system and a momentum acquired which is taken advantage
of by closing well after bottom center. Too SEirly a closing
will take no or little advtintage of this ram effect, i'oo late
a closin/; uiay perirdt a back flow to be established and an es-
cape of soine of the cht'.rge which wes raiiired into the cylinder.
Optimum inlet closing timing is usually quite critical in any
erigine but may become more critical if the intake system is
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Overlap Hffoots *
Hfeta le ooisa»lnfttl<m of offoots d^o to tbo too viJLto
OTontft of which it Is o09&posod« It Is emiTonlont sossotlffioo to
ro^trd It es ft ooptirsto o<msldorationy or perhaps sioro aeeurato*
X3r.t to 3E^0arii ^« oos^biiiatiQ^ of tl^^o t«o oironto rstiuir thmn
tbit Kopsroto offoots^
Oi?orl«tp pro^fl-^s ^ oontli^>^oii« j^osago frcaa Int&ko to ox-
bausft pipi^ 6j^ permits of tA sotkiron^litsg ^otXoti If a prosouro
4iffftrontlal sufflolont to procluoo ^ t%tm ojtisto* itils prossuro
difforoi;^tlaI does ojclst, of oourso^ if a •upoj:*ol^^arger la vmrnd,
but it mmy also bo |^oSit«so4 \ij a j^ro|?or ooi£biiiatl<m of InXot
and exhaust pipe din^iislons^ or if the exliaust ooiKlitlons «^re
fl^soa Ixf proper intake aystorn dlinorialona*
fffeot of speed on Valve ilKlnii*
M ^oprtiif^ioK YaXvo tialng" for one apood Is not, of course j^
the optl^ioft for mnt other iipood. Y&rlr^tlon in a|>tla»si tlidjig
with 9pemd for a suparobarged ongtne is iess than for an \jn-
impereharged engl^ie* ji intake system wbloli will give i!m%iMgm
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ram at © certain speed will not In general be the most favorable
at another speed, and this fact will be reflected in valve
timing- A broad genore ligation as to ttie effect of speed on
timing is: at increased speed close later and open earlier.
An additional factor in a consideration of valve tir.ing
In the case of the fuel-injection engine is the effect of fuel -
Injection timing. As far as we were able to detei'mlne, its
effect Ib -secondary. Properly it is believed thet the problem
should be considered the other way iiTound, i.e. the effect
of valve timing on injection timing, .it our first series of
tests using the K./i#C«A. head optimum injection timing was
2 degrees or so after exliaust vulve closing, and i*easonable
variations in injection timing produced appreciable differences
In power. However, with the iv.X^T. head, injection timing
optimum point was less distinct as judged from power output,
but was definitely much nearer toxj center (about 5 degrees
after usually),
Basic Consideration of ^:ffect of Intake Pipe
Dimensions on ^^glne Power.
In the fuel injection engine no intake system external to
the cylinder is necesnary. Any intake pipe which is used is
extra and useless weight iinless by its use the power of the
en-'ine is increased. On the other hand, with the carburetor
engine an intake system must be used to connect the carburetor
with the various cylinders, ^.e are using an unsupercharged
fuel-injection engine and the following considerut ions should
be thought of as applying primarily to it or to a similar engine*
I
S4*
With no intake pipe In use the &ir drawn into the cylinder
is supplied from an infinite reservoir, thus the variable ori-
fice formed by the port and valve • Uo appreciable momentuin
is imparted to any air which is not drawn into the cylinder.
With large valve area and reasonable engine speed it is
essentially a displacement phenomenon, although in the usual
engine wire-drawing effects do exist. The point is that the
coluitjn of air which imist be set in motion is of minimum length,
and further, that resistance to flow dxie to viscosity is a
minimum*
V?e now put on an inlet pipe which for simplicity we will
assume has a straight line axis and unifrom diameter, the
latter being determined by the size of inlet port. We have
increased the total resistance of intake system to air flow
by a definite amount, he have also increased the mass of air
which must be set in motion for flow to take place into the
cylinder. Furtiiermore , the total jsasa of air which must be
set in motion is greater than the total mass which will be
drawn into the cylinder (if the pipe length is greater than a
certain minimum, which, in the case under consideration, it
actually will be).
Thus for the initial cycle we impart momentum to the air
in excesn of the minimum requiref) to fill the cylinder, i.e.
there is residual energy in the air in the inlet pipe after
the valve is closed in the forn of velocity of the air column.
If this residual energy is dissipated by friction before the
next engine cycle takes place, there is, of course, a complete
loss to the atmosphere of the engine power expended in im-
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parting the excess nomentxim in the initial cycle. Thus during
each cycle extra work will be done, t^xd puiaping loss will be
higher than with no inlet pipe, from considerations of momentua
of air alone, leaving out of consideration tljie increased friction
due to longer passage*
The increased friction will, of course, reduce the volu-
metric efficiency of the engine.
From the above one thing is clear: that the excess energy
stored in the air coluim must be of sufficient magnitude that
it will not be dissipated before the next cycle. I^is means
that there is o miniitsiia pipe length below which no "carry over"
effects will be noted. This length is prob?;bly only slightly
greater than the length necesr^ary to contain a vol\iine equal
to the displaceiTjent of the cylinder.
It is realized that the carry-over energy is in the form
of pressure T?aves* TJie wave length will be a function of the
speed of the engine and the dimensions of the systein. If these
are correctly adjusted a resonant condition will be reached
which will produce a r&isming effect, i.e. an increase in
volumetric efficiency.
Our problem is merely to find the resonant length of in-
take pipe as indicated by the power output of the engine, which
under otherwise constant conditions is a measure of voliunetrlo
efficiency.
It is not considered necessary to go into a purely mathe-
motiofel treatment since it does not give a definite answer,
which is what we desire.

£6.
Fuel Injeotloii System Variables .
These are:
1. I'uel injection valve.
2* Vvmp operating cam.
3. Injection timing.
4. Injection pressure*
j^o complete study is to be made of these variables, since
e good deal oi' work on them iiaa already been done in the
Institute iaeronautical Xitiboratory. For our investigation
they are secondary variables.
rwo types of injection valves of proven efficiency are
available* ihey differ only in the cone cmgle, a 120- degree
aiigle, one which has been found to work best in the K.A.C«A.
head, and a 90-degree cone valve suitable for use in the
Hcl*'!*. head*
'Biree caais are available whicli differ in slope and thus
give various iiijectipn rtates.
Injection timing will be varied to determine best setting*
Injection pressure is, of course, a very important factor
in the fuel-injection system. Low injection pressures with
good atomization is the goal in desig^i* ihe question of how
poor atcMniaation characteristics will be put up with to





Pertinent Work by Others.
Inasimach as the scope of this thesis is a continuance of
work previously done and reported on from the Aeronautical
Engine Laboratory at the Mas^^achusetts Institute of Technology,
rather complete reviews of those investigations are presented
below:
Fuel Injection with <>park Ignition in an Otto-Cycle Engine,
by C. P. Taylor, S. 3* Taylor, and 0. L. -^illiariS. S.A.S.
Journal - March, 1^51.
This investigation was carried out in the Aeronautical
Engine Laboratory at the Masaacliusetts Institute of Technology
to determine the practical value of the use of a fuel-injection
system in place of a carburetor on an Otto-cycle engine usizig
spark i^piition. The apparatus used in this investigation con-*
sisted essentially of the sarae apparatus used in our investiga-
tion,* except that the air flow was measured by means of a
sharp-edged orifice; a 50 gal» drum was interposed between the
orifice meter and the engine to reduce pulsations? and a differ-
ent injection nozzle was employed^
A series of tests were run to compare the performance of
en engine having (a) injection of fuel into tiie inlet pipe and
(b) injection into the cylinder on the one hand, with the
performance obtainable with the conventional carburetor on the
other, i^'uel injection, eitiier into the inlet pipe or into the
cylinder was found to be superior in performance to the usual
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type of carburet ion. The available power was increased by over
10 percent with injection into the cylinder, and substantially
lower fuel consumption was obtainecU The mechanical problems
of injection were found simpler than those of a similar design
for Diesel engines. Gasoline was used for most of the in-
vestigation, but comparative tests were iimde using fuel oil.
Operation with fuel oil compered ver:.- favorably with gasoline
operation at a compression ratio at which no detonation occurred
with either fuel. However, it was foimd that the compression
ratio had to be kept quite low on account of tl.e poor anti-
knock tendencies of the fuel oil. fhe influence of injection
rather than carburetlon of the fuel, either gasoline or fuel
oil, upon the highest compression ratio was insignificant.
All tests were made at full throttle with the load adjusted
to maintain a constant speed of 150U u.i^.l^. Compression ratios
from 5:5:1 to 5:1 were used for these tests* Most of the tests,
however, were made with a compression ratio of 4j3:1 with a
constant spark advance of 28 degrees* The aiixture ratio was
varied for each injection arrangement from the lean limit to
very rich and observations were taken during each run to deter-
mine the brake horse-power, fuel consumption aiid air consumption.
Gasoline was the f\Ael used in these tests*
Tests were first made with a conventional carburetor to
afford a basis of comparison. Xhe next set of runs was made
with the injection valve placed in position in the inlst pipe
to inject the spray in the same direction as the incoming air
for the first set of runs.
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ItQp the Rcxt g£*«iiis> af !•«»» Injeotion w^s dowa the pipe
ft^^alsuit the air flow, 'f^ Ilo#^* iralT® w»« u«od for tJ*©»« run*
And th^ int^rbnT^tov w^« loft Iz; pX&o# with Its fu«X j«ts elosed.
fb« fool v«^ft iRjdcteci Into th» l&let pipe during th« suction
•trok«, b#glaiiing 30 degr«©« lifter to;j center and continuing
for about gi def;ree8 of orenkehttft rotation*
fhe performanee curves tnym tl^eee tests shovr th^t tbere
Is little dlffer^^Etde between thm ^»mmr obtslned w%^ tite ear*
buretor mnA thst obtslned with Ingestion* Injecticm sgelnst
the sir flow seems to be sll#>tl|^ better f^n Injeetlon In tbe
90!!ie direction as tbe sir flow*
"Fhese eurwes indle&te tti« f»ct that nesrly full power Is
B»lntained with Inlet pl?>e Injetstloii to « leaner limit t^isn
can \m obt&lneti «Jlth th^j carbisretor* Ftart^ier, ti^« i^tnlsRSs
speelfic fuel cons<«s&i?tl^B with Inlet pXi>^ Injeetlmi Is eoB-»
aidarftbl^ lower tban thet with the earburetort i^lle the mini-
mmk epeeif16 fuel 4^^su»ptl^i with Inlet pipe Injeetlon Is
oonsldertiblx lower tb&n thet with tbe o&rboretor*
Similar tests to those discussed above %ere repeated with
tlao carburetor resowed end replseed by s section of pleln tub-
Inij.
tfce nrinelpei effeet of re!K>vfel of the esrburetor is a
large Increase In ^olu^etrle efficleno^ wltlJ a corresponding
Inorestse in brsice tmmi effective pressure, this f,aln In
perforroanoe nifty be oonsidored as & direct i^dTt^nta^ie of the
maiiifold Injection* Itie sJs»rp brealst in perfor^siince at ^^e lean
llBlt is again dearly lllu9tr?>ted* Injection down tfee inlet
pXXi0 is e^mslatentl^ better tha^n injection in tbe directio«i of
\
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the air flow. The gain in maximum brake horse-power with
injection into the inlet pipe is 6.5 percent. The correspond-
ing gain in voliimetric efficiency is 6.65 percent. This gain
in volumetric efficiency seems to be due entirely to the re-
moral of the carb^iretor.
It was found that the best power and economy is obtained
by injection into the inlet pipe. This was thought to be due
chiefly to the imperfect distribution of the fuel in tlie com-
bustion chaznber*
f\irther testa were made to determine the knocking
characteristics of the engine with fuel injection into the
cylinder by raising the compression ratio to the point of in-
cipient detonation. I>uring these tests the engine was throttled
to give the sanae volun»tric efficiency with fuel injection as
with the carburetor. Little or no difference in the knocking
characteristics was noted between introducing the fuel through
the carburetor and injection throixgih the injection valve.
Fuel oil injection was next tried with all test conditions
identical except that the compression ratio was lowered to
3:5:1, which was the bluest useful ccaapression ratio for the
fuel oil, to avoid detonation. Injection into the cylinder
alone was tried, since attempts to operate the engine by in-
jecting the fuel oil into the intake pipe were failures. I'he
results of these tests were similar to those obtained by the
use of gasoline, however, no comparisons of these tests with
those obtained when using gasoline could be iriade due to the
differences in the compression ratios.
A drop in volumetric efficiency was noted when the fuel oil
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was used and this drop was extremely marked. This drop was
explained by the fact that the volatility o£ the fuel oil was
lov#er and therefore Its rate of vaporisation lower. Ilals
in effect correspoiids to a late Injection of gasoline In wl^ilch
cjise the cooling effect of the vaporization on the cylinder
gases occurs too late to be of much benefit to the volumetric
efficiency- This decrease in voluiaetric efficiency was
accompanied by a proportional decrease In brake mean effective
pressure. An Increase In specific fuel consumption was deemed
due to the lower volatility of the fuel, wherein the heavy
ends did not vaporize so that the effective mixture ratio is
soBjewhixt leaner than the actual. Considerable trouble was
experienced with fouling of the plugs during warming up of
the engine, although It would start easily enough*
It was found that automobile spark plugs with their more
exposed electrodes functioned better and this was deemed due
not so much to the l:ilt:;her temperature of the exi>osed points
as to the better mixture at the spark gap*
ihe following conclusions were drawn from the results of
this InvestlgaticHi.
1, High pressure fuel-Injection either into the inlet pipe
or into the cylinder is superior to carburetion In respect to
performance. The maximum available power miiy be Increased
by 7 to 11 percent, depending upon the method of injection.
This increase in power is due partly to elimination of the
pressure drop throu^ the carb\iretor and partly to direct
effects of the spray Itself, ilie Improvement in specific
fuel consumption Kiay be traced to more even distribution of
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the fuel between successive cycles, fend to a lesser extent to
the higher mechanical efficiency which accompanies the gain in
power*
2« The highest useful compression ratios, as fixed by detona-
tion characteristics, are essentially the same with injection
of the fuel as with carburetion, at tlrie same voluiiietric
efficiency^
3. The best power is obtained with injection of the fuel into
the cylinder, end the best fuel consianption is obtained v/ith
injection into the inlet pipe against the air stream. It is
expected that good turbulence would improve the fuel conaump-^
tion with injection into the cylinder,
4. Fuel oil can be used as well as gasoline for injection
into the cylinder except for the more severe limitsLtions upon
useful compression ratio fixed by its d<:itonation character-
istics and its tendency to foul the plugs during the warming
up process.
Further Investigation of Fuel Injection in an Engine
Having Spark Ignition, by £• 3. Taylor and G. L. Williams,
S.A.S. Journal - April 1932.
Tliis investigation was a continuance of the work previous-
ly summarized. A four-cycle engine was used, but since the
fuel was injected during the compression stroke, the results
might be applicable to the two-stroke cycle without possibility
of loss of fuel through the e3Chaust. Particular attention was
paid to late injection or late ignition and stratification as
a n^ans of controlling detonation with high compression.
The fuels used v;ere avitition gasoline, ordinary Diesel
fuel and hydrogenated f^xel oil, with tiie hydrogenated fuel
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seeir;ingl7 offering interesting posaibiltles. Directed turbu-
lence was found to be essential for good distribution of the
fuel in the cylinder and satisfactory operation of tbe engine.
!I!he apparatus consisted of a 5 l/4 x 4 l/2 in. Cooperative
Fuel Research engine, together with such otiier equipment re-
quired for a complete performtmce test. The injection valve
waa eepecially modified for this investigation since it wa»
imperative to meet the requirements of late injection necessary
for two cycle engines, and to fit the engine.
At the beginning of the investigation it becaiae apparent
that distribution of mixture in the combustion space was poor
at the tiise of passage of the apark. This was shown by the
erratic operation at late injection. Spark plugs with extended
points were employed to detei^rnine whether the original plug
was In an unfevorfible position. The results of this test showed
that without directed turbulence the dif^tribution of the fuel
was very poor &nd operation was uncertain rec^ardless of tiie
position of the spark plug.
A slirouded inlet valve was designed to cause rotary
trubulence in the ccaabustion space. Shis valve asaeiabl:/ was
set up in such a way that tiie position of the shroud might be
varied through a range of 90 degrees. Tests showed that the
most consistent results were obtained with the valve placed
so aa to give full rotary turbulence while, better performance
could be obtained witli the shroud moved to a position v/here
full rotary turbulence was not obtained.
All tests were made at full throttle with the loert ad-
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justed to maintain a constant speed of 1000 E.P.K* llie Injection
timing wa» varied from about bottom center at the beginning of
the compression stroice to as late aa was consistent with steady
firing. At each injection timing, the mixture ratio was varied
from the lean limit to the very rich. rhe tests were made at
a compression ratio of C:l except in tests of the effect of in-
jection timing on detonation, during which the ratio was varied,
and testa with fuel oil, in ^ich the ratio was 4:1. The shrouded
valve was in place and set to give insxinum rotary turbulence
for all tests recorded.
^e first series of tests was made wiUi aviation gasoline.
The timing or the begin^iing of injection was varied from 30
degrees before bottom center to 90 degrees aftor bottoii: center
on the compression stroiLe. fxio best perforraaiice aa to fuel-
air ratio, bra^e mean effective pressure and specllic fuel con«^
sumption were plotted against injection timing, ^hese curves
were irregular, and this irregalarity was probably due to the
fact that the air from tiie unsiiroudeci side of the inlet valve
sweeps directly across the injection valve, cleaning away the
spray as it comes from the valve and thus stratifying the fuel
into the upper part of the combustion space. The inlet valve
closes at about 30 degrees after bottom center, and the stream
of very higli velocity air from Ihe inlet valve being stopped,
the penetration of the spray increases, giving better distribu-
tion of the fuel through tiie combustion space and increased
power. The minimum fuel consuraption ae&ms little affected in
this range, the decrease in liiechaiiiGul efficiency due to the
decreased power apparently being btOLaiaced by increased thersial
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efficiency due to stratification. Hof/ever, the increasing
pressure and tenperature in the comljustlon chaniber alter the
closing of the intake valve, resulting froin compression, and
the decreasing interval of time before the spark passes, apparent-
ly hring about poorer distribution of the fuel and a correspond-
ing decrease in performance.
A plain 45 degree poppot-type injection valve with greater
penetration and poorer atomizatlon was tried over the same range
of injection timings and the engine was found to be much less
sensitive to the stratification effects, i'he results indicate
that, for best performance, injection should begin about
simultaneously y/ith the closing of tiie inlet valve and that the
perfonnance obtained under these conditions is excellent,
Kext, tests we3*e run with a special hydrogenated aviation
Diesel fuel of lov/ volatility manufactured by the Standard Oil
Company of New York. The results were similar to those obtained
by the use of aviation gasoline, and the performance was sliglitly
better with injection beginning at the closing of the intake
valve. This fact suggests an important field of investigation
for the use of hydrogenated fuels in injection systeius for both
two and four-cycle eiigines.
A brief investigation was then undertaken because of the
possibilities of using highi^r compression ratios without
detonation witri late injection of the fuel.
The first set of runs in this series was made with aviation
gasoline. With this fuel, incipient detonation occurred at a
compression ratio of 5:6:1 with injection early, at tiie begin-
ning of the suction stroke. Thereafter, the compression ratio
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was increased by one-fourth unit increments while the Injection
tlitiing was retarded to incipient detonation in each case.
The results show a slight gain in "brake icean effective
pressure over the normal range, while the fuel c-Jiisuraption
i^X^roved over the normal range, reaching a rainiiaum when the
fuel WAS injected at about 80 degrees after bottom center, at
which point the fuel consiaaption was 20^^ less than obtained under
usual operating conditions.
In the next series of r\ins it was definitely established
that suppressing detonation by retarding the spark offered a






Olven the problem as stated in the previous .«?6ctlon; How
may Ae so adjust the engine variables at our oowmBnd so that we
may get the optimum in performance from the given engine? This
is, of course a problem which can only be answered by actual
tests of the engine. It is an experimental investigation rather
than a mathematical one. The solution is only to be arrived at
by a aeries of test riins on the actual engine.
IVe decided on a standard speed for all tests of 1600 H.P.M.
This choice of speed was based fiindamentally on tlie usual operat-
ing speed of an aircraft engine of aro\md 2000 H.F.M. The speed
of .1600 R.i .i»i. was considered to be as close to this as we could
safely get, having in view the type of test engine. Trj^a demands
on the engine in general, and txie fuel injection system in
particular, are, of course, more severe at the higher speed, and
we wished to approach the usual aircraft engine speed in order
to simulate actual aircraft operating conditions.
The other basic variable we selected was the compression
ratio. All preliminary work was carried out at a compression
ratio of 5:1. Final runs were at various coji^jresaion ratios.
Other variables at oiir disposal were the following:
1. Type of cylinder head
a. K.A.C.A. Variable Valve Timing Head (Figure 1)
As may be seen in the figure, this head is of
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Umi eodoi^l type with viilv^s s#t iit ma m^m
t^ tli« Yertl«^«i2.* iWor crnxs^lmt^ description of
tS^ls l:i^»iiii M# Sftotloa IX).
Ii« ll»l«t# Flat ilM^ injure 2) .
i» Uii^ head all valva aaas h.re vdrtiocil (Far
#eiipl#t« ^aaoription of Uila l^eail aaa :#aticm 11}*
S* Yalva tlnlis||»
flia 1«^«0«A« haa4 pi*i>vlil«d a mitihod of stuping tha
alffaat of veirloue iNtlva tlsiln^a*
3* Inlat plpa«
W^sm td ab«aiiea of a 6£irturftt^i» va nvara froa to uaa
nnf kind of Is^iat pipa vm vtahnn.
4* ?«el ^1125^ opay^ting oasK*
*fliraa ^Ifferemt typaa of aaim, ilaaignafl to glva 4tf.far-
ant iuJaetlosL jmtaa wara ^v&lXabla.
6* Xsjaatltm tli»liig.
6. Spfi^rii tlstitig.
? MMtwpm r^tlo C**» avl<lai:icaci by vario^xa fual flow r&taa)
8* XKjactloci praaaura.
d* fypa of ]:^ssla«
Frmi a e0iiai<lar£itiaia of tlta ol^jaet in view ai3di t^a variablaa
at our dispoaaX it waa daoi<la<i that tha imvaatlg^tlon nt^oulct ba
diiridad iato two 2^4or parts; t^^ f Irsst pt^rt to o<»:i«lst of all
pralimliiar>' work naca.^aar^ to li^aura thi t ell Vf^rl«t>laa fet our
disposal aJ^v^ld "fee givan |?f^par waluaa aueJ'i th^t tisa ooi^ibinad
affaot woml^ ;;>rodiioe optis^^. ras^iltst tea ^aaayurai3 ia tar^tia oi'
^^ris^^:f^ Kejitii '%ffsetiwa Pra»s>j3P» ainl Braiie Spaeifle f^jmX Qonmt^^p»
tXomt tha $ao@ii^ part to oonsist of a fonaal sariea of rtms

29.
at various compression ratios &t the optlmuHi conditions as
determined in the preliminiiry tests.
i'he first part was subdivided into three basic groups of
tests.
1. Valve timing.
2. l>ength and diameter of intake pipe.
3« Fuel system variables.
a. Injection pressure.
b. Type of fuel pump operating cam.
c. Type of fuel injection valve.
This prograni takes care of all variables at our disposal
except the following:
1. Type of Head.
This is not a variable in the same sense that the other
factors are. The K.ii-G.A. variable valve timing head
was used for valve timing tests which were run more or
less concurrently witix the intake pipe tests. The M.I.T.




The effect of each of these was determined during each run
of all series and adjusted for optimum conditions.
The mixture ratio was never measured directly as any reason-
able orifice systein we could set up would disturb the flow in
intake pipe. Mixture ratio tests were plotted against fuel flow
when adjusting for maxiinum power in individual runs.
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To sum up^ the method of attack was essentially this;
1, Preliminary runs to determine best combination of
all variables.
2. P'inal runs at various compresMion ratios to record
performance under optimtini conditions.
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Results of Preliaiinary Investigations*
Valve Timing
The tests in connection with valve timing waz^ made with
the fi.A.C.A. variable valve timing cylinder head in place.
All other variables were broiJight to their optiamm value and
valve timing runs were made, varying one valve event at a
time and using its optimum value in succeeding tests, j?his
process was repeated, succeeding variations becoming smaller
and smaller vuatil it was certain tlxat the optimum coijfijination
was reached.
It was found that the optimum valve timing was not
appreciably affected by changes in intake pipe length. Con-
versely, the critical or optimum pipe length was not appreciably
different at various valve timings.
Valve timing runs made with the K.A.C^A. head in place
were used as a basis for the construction of valve cams for
the M.X.i*. head, it was found that the inlet can: already in-
stalled in the M.I.'i?. head could be used. A complete new
exhaust camshaft was constructed atxd installed.
The K.A.Q-A. head is equipped with Liberty engine valves
while the M.I.jP. head has the smaller ;Iispano Suiza or V/right
valves.
The lift used in the N.A.G.A. head was .323 inches on

intake and .518 inches on inlet valve, while in the M.I.T. head
the lift was .444 inches on both valves. The shape of the lift
curve is not the same in the two heads as shown In Figure 19.
The longer dwell of the N.A.C.A. cam is a more favorable factor
than the higher lift of tlie M.I.T. cam. Furthermore, the valve
arrangement in the M.A.G.A. head is more favorable than that of
the vertical valve in the M.I.T. head*
Biese factors mentioned above resulted in a higher maxliaum
power output of the engine w}:ien using the N.A.C.A. head than
when using the M.I.O?* head*
Curves of Valve Timing Tests ( Figures 25-84 )
.
These curves bear out and Illustrate the basic facts dis-
cussed under Section III and Indicate the method used in
actually finding the optimum valve timing* In connection with
these ciirves attention is invited to the marked increase in
power with very large values of overlap.
I/ength of Intake Pipe (Flg^ires 20-21)
Length of intake pipe vs = Brake Mean Effective Pressure
was the basis for many runs. A typical curve is sho^^^l In Fig.
20. The characteristics of this curve, i.e. two peaks followed
by a gradual fall with increasing length of intake pipe, were
duplicated In all other carves of this type. The two peaks
occurred at substantially (within 2 inches) tlrie same intake
pipe lengths when using either head aiul either one 5-inch or
two 2 -inch pipes. In the case of the H.A.C.A* head the outer
or second peak, was higher than the inner or first peak. Vvith
the M.I*T. head this condition was reversed. In both heads
the peak was fairly critical.
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Vtm opttmm. length of Intmkm pipe tor thm $*A«0*A» hmu€i
mmti f4 Inehea u$i»g e filBgl© 3>-ii:iOh pipe* Par tbm ¥mtmW» hm*^
b««t F«aultii mmvm ^tmi/am^ mith two 2«i&dh pipes &t 56 i£t«2^s
'tmmmamiam t^mmmmimmmtmmmmimmm i i Kill i ii i iii i iiii m il r p—i——
i
H^m Ittjeetion prmnm\xrm used in «l11 tests wits t^^ •«aM* or
^ore cojrreetly, tJr^ Injection YeXve eprifi^ eetting w&s eosstarit*
opening pre 6sure mm* epproxijuate iy 3000 pcramde per equiire Inch*
l^wer preeeures existed for e^salXer injeoted fuel qunntitiee*
kX9o, reiiuetion in engine speed re4uee4 t^e setusX pressure in
fuel line ss sseeetjuped hj e t^elenced diepbt^egp indier^tor* Xnccs^
imoh as our Brmi» ??peoifio titel CoflMnsil^i^ft ^t^mn tteing *S«ife-
T-Fuel** nmm reiaier hi^t *• ^i^ not re^iee injection pressures,
»s we believed th^t to ^ so wo^ld furtl^r tnereese fuel eoaa*'
f^iis was s se»a»;tl&r3f varial»Xe but vi&e ekijttsted for
oprtinsm poi»er* llaing ^be li«A.^«i.« ^e4 o|/tlJ«uiii injection tim-*
iri^ sppesred to t>e shortly i^fter exJhsust v&lve closed » both
with si^fety fuel <ind |;&soliiie* tNiag the ll«I«t% lieed, optiiaiai
tlsiii;<^ was iibout d degrees pitst top eeii^er on suction stroke
Miitii both fuels* ihis settini^ wee not at «k1X critical » little
vsrii^tion In poiier bein^ noted «ith injection timing ap to
about SS degrees after top center, but e distinct fall in
po*er being evidenced with timing l«^ter than S5 degrees*
The timing referred to above is the nominal tiiolng* ?^tr©bo*
i^«^e nNidiima of actual injecticm lag Indlcfited tlist injection
??t0rt9 5 to 8 ^m^s^nmn after nortiinal timings
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Type of F^iel Pump Operating Cam *
PerforiTxance was distinctly best when using the cam which
gave highest acceleration of plunger and hence highest injection
rate.
Upiceep of Injection Valve *
'^his valve was taken out for inspection at the beginning
of each day's operation. G&rbon formation was quite slow when
using gasoline fuel, but appreciably faster when using safety
fuel, rhe usual deposit was a ring of carbon on injection
valve face encircling the discharge orifice. In time this
would interfere with proper spray characteristics unless carbon
was removed. However, with quite an eppreciable ring of carbon
built up around orifice, perhaps to a heigl-it of ,04 to #06
inches, no visible effect on the spray cone was noticed when
fuel was ejected with valve removed from the cylinder. It
appears that attention to the injection valve of the same kind





Results of Final Testa.
Flgijre 31 Slims the results of the final series of formal
runs with all variables fixed as nearly as possible at their
optimum values. As is apparent from exaininfetion of the curves,
the TdBxtrmm power increases and the fuel consumi^tion decreases
with Increased copipression ratio. The following table shows





Mfcjc. BMEP B3FC at
BIdKP
Max. kin. BFSC
5:1 147 .635 .540
6:1 155 .560 .485
7:1 162.5 .660 .468
7.5:1 168 .540 .458
8:1 177 .540 .455
For the purpose of coiapfcrison, additional runs at 5:1 and
8:1 compression ratio were made on gasoline fuel, that used at
5:1 ratio being a ralxture of automobile gasoline plus 20%
benzol, \shile at the high ratio, a blend of domestic i^viation
gasoline plus 20;^> benzol and 6 cubic ceutiraeters of ethyl






Compression K&x. BMSP BPSC at Max* Min. BFSC.
Ratio BMSP
5:1 148.5 .540 .481
8;1 184 .455 ™*
Using safety fuel slight deton?ition was noticed during
the first 7.5:1 compression ratio run in the middle range of
mixture ratios. T'ore noticeable detonation occurred during
the 8:1 ratio run. As & consequence of this, the formal runs
at these two ratios were made with slightly retarded sptirk,
th.is being shifted from 25 1/2 degrees advance to 20 dev^rees
for the 7.5:1 run and to 18 degrees for the 8:1 mm.
As seen in the preceding tables, the power obtained using
gasoline is slightly greater and fuel consumption is markedly
less than when using safety fuel.
The greatly increased fuel consumption when ixsing safety
fuel is undoubtedly due to the relatively poorer vaporization
characteristics of it fis compared to gasoline. Fvidently when
safety fuel ia injected a very appreciable portion of the
charge is not effective during the combustion process and either
leaks past the rings or is blown out the exliaust or both. This
portion of the charge Tsftiich is wt^sted is rmjich greater in the
case of safety fuel than in the case of gasoline, as evidenced
by the marked increase in rat© of crankcase dilution noticed
when operating on safety fuel.
" Ko liiiniiriuia BF3C was obtained due to severity of detonation
as mixture ratio was reduced.

4t.,
Starting the engine on safety fuel was not particularly
satisfactory. Since all our tests v/ere made at full throttle,
no throttle valve was used and consequently no fine tid justments
on air supply for starting v/ere available. This factor contributed
materially to the difficulty of starting on the heavy fuel.
Althougli we have no evidence to support it, it la believed that
starting in the usual service engine, which, of course, would





1. The optimum valve timing is not appreciably affected
by the length of intake pipe,
2. Large valve overlap is distinctly advantageous.
3. Tlie optimurfi intake pipe length varies witii the cross-
sectional area, being shorter for smaller areas.
4» Tne optimuia intake pipe length is quite critical.
5. For engines of this type the optimum injection timing
appears to be early in the suction stroice.
6. Althougii the type of safety fuel used appears to have
excellent anti-knock properties, the fuel consumption is higher
than when using gasoline.
7. Satisfactory operation of an engine of this type on
safety fuel requires a higher order of injection valve per-




Figure !• Transverse Section, H.A^C.A. Test Engine,
Figure II, Longitudinal Section, U^A.C.A. Test Engine.
Figure III. K.A.C.A. Engine, K.I.T. Head.
Figure IV. H.A.C.A. Engine, M.I.T. Head.
Figure V. N.A.C.A. Engine, K.I.T. Head.
Figure VI. K.A.C.A- Cylinder Head.
Figure VII. H.A.C.A. Cylinder Head, Side View.
Figure VIII. N.A.O.A. Cylinder Head, Front View.
Figure IX. Compression Ratio Adjusting l^lechanlsm.
Figure X. Camshaft Assembly. Parts slightly displaced.
Figure XI. Camshaft Assembly. Parts fully displaced.
Figure XII. Cam Adjusting Mechanism.
Figure XIII. Rocker Arm and Housing.
Figure XIV. Cam and Follower.
Figure XV. Bosch Pump
Figure XVI. Pressure Relief Valve.
Figure XVII. Barrel with Plunger.
Figure XVIII. Injection Kozzle.
Figure XIX. Injection Nozzle.
Figure XIX (a) Comparison l^.A.C.A. and M.I.T. Valve Lift Curves
Figure XX. Effect of Length of Intake Pipe on Bralce Mean
Effective Pressure.

Figure XXI. Effect of Length of Intake Pipe on Brake Mean
Effective Pressure Varying Quantity of f'uel
Injected.
Figure XXII. Effect of Varying Injection Tiiaing on Brake
Mean Effective Pressure.
Figure XXIII. Effect of Valve Timing on Brake Irlean Effective
Press\ire Uaing B.A.G.
Figure XXIV. Kffect of Varying Valve Timing on Brake Mean
Effective Pressure Using Safe-T-Saso.
Fig\are XXV. Power Output vs. Fuel Flow at Compreasion Ratio
6 Using Aviation C^asoline Plus 20% Benzol.
Figure XXVI. Power Output vs. Fuel Flow at Compression Ratio
5 Using Safe-T-E380.
Figure XXVII. Power Output vs. Fuel Plow at Compression Ratio
d Using Safe-P-Bsso.
Figure XXVIII. Power Output vs. Fuel Flow at Compression Ratio
7 Using Safe-T-Esso.
Figure XXIX. Power Output vs. Fuel Flow at Compression Ratio
7.5 Using Safe-T-Esso.
Figure XXX. Power Output vs. Fuel Flow at Compression Ratio
8 Using Safe-T-Esso.
Figure XXXI. Effect of Compression Ratio on Brake I^ean
Effective Pressure and Brake Specific B\iel
Consuiaption.
Figi.u»e XXXII. Typical /analysis of Safe-T-Fuel.
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Typical Analysis of Saf6-1?-Fucl.
Gravity 30

















This material is produced by the
hydrogenation of certain special stocks,
followed by appropriate distillation to











P6 Performance to be ex-
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